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Recent rapid progress in neutron-star (NS) observations offers great potential to constrain the properties
of strongly interacting matter under the most extreme conditions. In order to fully exploit the current
observational inputs and to study the impact of future observations of NS masses, radii, and tidal
deformabilities, we analyze a large ensemble of randomly generated viable NS-matter equations of state
(EOSs) and the corresponding rotating stellar structures. We discuss the compatibility and impact of
various hypotheses and measurements on the EOS, including those involving the merger product of the
gravitational-wave (GW) event GW170817, the binary-merger components in GW190814, and radius
measurements of the pulsar PSR J0740þ 6620. We obtain an upper limit for the dimensionless spin of a
rigidly rotating NS jχj < 0.81, an upper limit for the compactness of a NSGM=ðRc2Þ < 0.33, and find that
the conservative hypothesis that the remnant in GW170817 ultimately collapsed to a black hole strongly
constrains the EOS and the maximal mass of NSs, implying MTOV < 2.53M⊙ (or MTOV < 2.19M⊙ if we
assume that a hypermassive NS was created). Additionally, we derive a novel lower limit for the tidal
deformability as a function of the NS mass and provide fitting formulas that can be used to set priors for
parameter estimation and to discern whether neutron stars or other compact objects are involved in future
low-mass GW events. Finally, we find that the recent NICER results for the radius of the massive NS PSR
J0740þ 6620 place strong constraints for the behavior of the EOS and that the indicated radius values
Rð2M⊙Þ≳ 11 km are compatible with moderate speeds of sound in NS matter and thus with the existence
of quark-matter cores in massive NSs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past ten years have firmly established neutron stars
(NSs) as the leading laboratory for the study of ultradense
strongly interacting matter. NS mass and radius determi-
nations of increasing accuracy [1–10] and the break-
through detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from a
binary-NS merger by LIGO and Virgo [11,12] have
together provided a large amount of robust observational
data for NS properties. By means of general-relativistic,
spherically symmetric stellar-structure equations (so
called Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov (TOV) equations
[13,14]), these data have been repeatedly compared to
predictions derived from microscopic calculations in
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nuclear and particle theory [15–22]. As a result, the
uncertainties of the cold NS-matter equation of state
(EOS), i.e., the functional relationship between its energy
density ϵ and pressure p, have been systematically
reduced [23–39] (see also Refs. [40–46] for reviews),
which has even led to the first indications of deconfined
quark matter (QM) residing inside massive NSs [47–51].
While steady progress toward deducing the true EOS

realized in nature is expected to continue with forthcoming
improvements in theoretical calculations and NS observa-
tions, it is important to also ask whether we have exhausted
current observational information in this task. Indeed, the
observation of an electromagnetic signal from the binary-
NS merger event GW170817 offers indirect information
about the EOS that until now has not been fully explored. It
is widely accepted that the GW170817 binary-merger
remnant underwent gravitational collapse to a black hole
(BH) [24–26,52,53], which we shall refer to as the BH-
formation hypothesis in the following. Furthermore, there
are indications that the collapse likely took place in a time
frame of order 1 s by first forming a differentially [54]
(instead of uniformly) rotating hypermassive NS (HMNS)
that later collapsed into a BH [55]. However, given that
neither the maximum mass of stable NSs nor the angular
momentum at which the collapse took place are known
a priori [53], the remnant may also have been a supra-
massive NS that quickly lost its differential-rotation support
and then spun down further due to, e.g., dipole radiation
and collapsed to a BH.
To undergo eventual collapse to a BH, the remnant rest

mass must have been above an (EOS-dependent) critical
rest-mass value we denote byMcrit;B [56]. The value of this
critical rest mass depends also on the state of rotation and the
remnant total angular momentum [57,58]. As wewould like
to separately study the more conservative BH-formation
hypothesis and the more speculative scenario involving a
HMNS, there exist two limiting cases for the value of the
critical mass that are of relevance to us. These include (a) the
maximum rest mass that can be supported by a nonrotating
NS, i.e., the TOV-limit rest massMTOV;B (corresponding to
the BH-formation hypothesis), and (b) the maximum rest
mass supported by maximal uniform rotation, i.e., the
supramassive limit rest mass Msupra;B (corresponding to
the formation of a HMNS) [59]. By separately adopting
these two values for the critical mass for gravitational
collapse, we can derive novel constraints on the ultra-
dense-matter EOS. In particular, the latter Mcrit;B ¼
Msupra;B case has often been used to set upper limits for
the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs in the literature,
MTOV [60]. This has been done using either approximate
quasiuniversal relations for the ratio of the supramassive
limit mass Msupra to MTOV or a small number of individual
EOSs (see, e.g., Refs. [24–26,61]). However, as some
quasiuniversal relations have been shown to be strongly
violated, e.g., by hybrid hadron-quark EOSs [62–65] and

certain exotic compact star solutions [66], a comprehensive
study of both limiting cases with an extensive ensemble of
all viable NS-matter EOSs is clearly called for.
In this paper, we present such an analysis using a sizable

ensemble of NS-matter EOSs that are randomly generated
using an algorithm developed for Ref. [48] (see also
Sec. II A for details). While the generation of even millions
of nonrotating stellar configurations through the TOV
equations is rather straightforward, achievable on a single
processor within a few days, the same task is computa-
tionally much more demanding for supramassive configu-
rations, because it involves the iterative solution of partial
differential equations. For the present work, we create an
interface for efficiently parallelizing the generation of
millions of rotating configurations, such that this computa-
tional task can be completed within a few days. These
calculations allow us to employ the Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B
condition without having to resort to the use of universal
relations, which enables us to place the most robust upper
limits for the maximum TOV mass. Our novel algorithm is
described in the Appendix B.
In addition to the above considerations concerning the

merger product of the GW170817 event, recent years have
witnessed some very intriguing individual NS mass and
radius measurements, albeit with varying estimated uncer-
tainties. In this context, MTOV is clearly one of the most
important single parameters constraining the NS-matter
EOS, and one that is bounded from below by the highest
reliable individual mass measurement. While PSR J0348þ
0432 [2] with gravitational mass M ¼ 2.01� 0.04M⊙
(68% uncertainties) remains the most accurately measured
massive NS in existence, the recent observations of PSR
J0740þ 6620 indicating a high mass of M ¼ 2.08�
0.07M⊙ (68% credible interval) [3,4] point toward MTOV
likely exceeding 2M⊙.
At the same time, various x-ray observations have

indicated that the NS radius R likely falls within the
interval 11 km≲ R≲ 14 km for a wide range of masses
[6–8,67–73] (see also Refs. [74,75] for reviews). These
observations have gained additional support from the most
recent radius measurement of a two-solar-mass millisecond
pulsar PSR J0740þ 6620 by the NICER Collaboration that
indicated R≳ 11 km [9,10,76]. This kind of lower bound
for the radius of a massive NS places a stringent constraint
on the EOS, as has been demonstrated by several other
studies [77–80], which we discuss below.
In Fig. 1, we show a sample of our results that represents

the allowed EOS regions after imposing two astronomical
observations in addition to the usual MTOV > 2M⊙ and
Λ̃ < 720 (low-spin priors). First, we demand that the radii
of the two-solar-mass NS configurations generated from our
EOSsmust begreater than 11.1 km,which corresponds to the
95% lower limit of the joint NICER and XMM-Newton
analysis obtained with inflated cross-instrument-calibration
uncertainties [9]. Second, we assume that the GW170817
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BH-formation hypothesis holds true in conjunction with the
more conservative choice Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B, as current
theoretical and observational knowledge suggest [55]. It is
remarkable how tightly these two well-motivated and robust
assumptions constrain the EOS, and moreover, how nearly
all EOSs that have been ruled out exhibit high maximum
values of the speed of sound cs of NS matter (cf. Fig. 2 for
results without the two assumptions). More details of this
analysis are presented in Sec. III D, where we discuss the
impact of the radius measurements of PSR J0740þ 6620 on
our EOS ensemble, and in Sec. III F, where we inspect the

potential of various mass, tidal deformability, pulsar fre-
quency, and radius measurements in constraining the EOS
and the mass-radius (MR) relation.
Returning to GW measurements, in addition to

GW170817 there are two other interesting and potentially
relevant events reported by the LIGO and Virgo Col-
laborations. While the binary merger GW190425 [81] did
not further constrain the EOS, the possible identification of
the 2.6 M⊙ secondary binary component of the highly
asymmetric event GW190814 as a NS could lead to very
specific behavior for the EOS [82]. While it is unlikely that

FIG. 2. The EOS (left) and nonrotating MR (right) regions corresponding to our full ensemble, where the only observational
constraints enforced are the existence of two-solar-mass NSs and the GW170817 constraint Λ̃ < 720 (with low-spin priors).

FIG. 1. The impact on the allowed EOS (left) and MR (right) regions arising from the radius measurement of PSR J0740þ 6620
implemented as Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km, and the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B (here, “nonrot”
indicates that we ignore the rotation of the star). The resulting ensemble supports EOSs with moderate speeds of sound, which are
known to be compatible with sizeable QM cores [48]. The color coding used here refers to the maximal value that the speed of sound
squared c2s reaches at any density with the lower-c2s regions drawn on top of the higher ones. The dashed black lines correspond to the
EOS and MR bands obtained by imposing only MTOV ≥ 2.0M⊙, and the GW170817 tidal deformability limit Λ̃ < 720 (low-spin
priors). In the EOS figure, ϵ0 ≈ 150 MeV=fm3 represents the nuclear saturation energy density, the light blue regions illustrate the low-
and high-density EOSs given by theoretical CET and PQCD calculations, and the shaded gray region shows the range of central energy
densities in the cores of maximally massive nonrotating NSs (TOV stars).
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the nature of this component of GW190814 will ever be
uncovered with any certainty, we nevertheless speculate on
the plausibility of the hypothesis of it having been a NS
(GW190814 NS hypothesis) in Sec. III E. We find that
although this hypothesis is in tensionwith themore restrictive
GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis assuming Mcrit;B ¼
Msupra;B, it is compatible with the more conservative BH-
formation hypothesis assuming Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B, although
the latter may be hard to reconcile with the broader multi-
messenger picture of GW170817.
Finally, within the analysis of any GW event involving

NSs lies an assumed upper bound for the dimensionless spin
value jχj ¼ jJj=M2 (in geometrized units, which we use
throughout this work) of a uniformly rotating NS, where J is
the angular momentum of a rotating NS with massM. For a
BH, jχj ≤ 1, but there is no such first-principles bound on
NSs; one must instead postulate some prior on this quantity
within, e.g., a Bayesian analysis framework. The LIGO and
Virgo analyses conducted thus far adopt jχj < 0.89 for their
high-spin prior results for practical reasons [11]. We inves-
tigate the maximum values of χ using our ensemble of EOSs
and find that this prior is justified.More specifically, we find
that jχj < 0.78 (jχj < 0.81) when the GW170817 binary-
tidal-deformability constraint is (not) imposed. Owing to
these findings, we recommend that apparent limit jχj < 0.81
(see Sec. III A for additional details) be used in future
GW analyses where NSs are suspected to be involved.
Additionally, we obtain a lower limit on the tidal deform-
ability of NSs as a function of their mass, and in Sec. III D,
we provide fitting formulas that can be used to set priors for
parameter estimation and to discern whether NSs or alter-
native compact objects, such as black holes [83–87] or
boson stars [88], are involved in future low-massGWevents.
The organization of the present article is as follows. In

Sec. II, we detail the analysis methods adopted in our work
and display the properties of both nonrotating and rotating
NSs before adding additional input. In Sec. III, we detail all
of our results that are summarized above, as well as list new
universal relations that we uncover between nonrotating
and maximally rotating NSs with the same central energy
density. Finally, in Sec. IV, we present some brief con-
cluding remarks.

II. METHODS

A. Equation-of-state ensemble

Following a series of previous works focusing on the
construction of model-independent EOSs for NS matter
[23,48,89], we build a large ensemble of randomly gen-
erated EOSs that by construction satisfy a number of robust
theoretical and observational constraints. Specifically, we
interpolate the EOSs between a low-density regime where
the chiral-effective-theory (CET) EOSs of Refs. [15,90] are
applied up to 1.1 times the nuclear saturation density
(n0 ≈ 0.16 fm−3) and a high-density regime where we

use the perturbative-quantum-chromodynamics (PQCD)
EOSs of Refs. [19,91] for baryon chemical potentials μB ≥
2.6 GeV corresponding to baryonic number densities of
nB ≳ 40n0 [92]. In the CET regime, we utilize the “soft”
and “stiff” EOSs of Ref. [90], while the PQCD EOS is
continuously parametrized by the renormalization-scale
variable X ∈ ½1; 4� introduced in Ref. [91]. As we briefly
review in Appendix A, at intermediate densities we follow
the interpolation routine of Ref. [48], where we first build
randomly generated piecewise-linear speed-of-sound-
squared (c2s) functions parametrized by μB and then
integrate to obtain the pressure and energy density using
thermodynamic formulas. Each resulting EOS is causal and
thermodynamically stable by construction.
The intermediate-density region, where the interpolation is

applied, is divided into three to five segments at randomly
selected matching points, while the speed of sound is taken to
be continuous everywhere but allowed to change in an
arbitrary way, including the mimicking of a real first-order
phase transition. For further details of the generation of the
EOSs, we refer the reader to Appendix A andRef. [48]. Here,
we significantly extend the ensemble so that it now contains
altogether approximately1 500 000EOSsprior to placingany
observational cuts. We verify that the conclusions drawn in
Ref. [48] remain unchanged with this new enlarged ensemble
and note that we use a larger number of EOSs to achieve a
denser coverage of the EOS space after a larger number of
observational constraints is folded into our analysis.
Once the EOS ensemble is built, we proceed to place a

number of observational cuts on its properties. Unless
specified, all results displayed in this work assume two
basic constraints similar to those applied in Ref. [48]:
(1) All EOSs must be able to support NSs of mass 2M⊙.

The heaviest NS with an accurately known gravita-
tional mass is the pulsar PSR J0348þ 0432 [2] with
68% error bars at 2.01� 0.04M⊙, which prompted
the use of the condition MTOV ≥ 1.97M⊙ in
Refs. [23,48] and many other past works. However,
the recent discovery of a NSwith an even highermass
of 2.08� 0.07M⊙ (68% credible interval) [4] moti-
vates a conservative increase of this limit toMTOV ≥
2.0M⊙ [101]. After imposing this constraint, approx-
imately 500 000 EOSs survive.

(2) All EOSs must satisfy the LIGO and Virgo 90%
credible interval for the tidal deformability Λ in-
ferred from the GW170817 event [11]. This bound is
enforced through the (highest posterior density)
binary-tidal-deformability constraint Λ̃ < 720 cor-
responding to the low-spin priors (jχj < 0.05) of
Ref. [102] instead of using themore approximate tidal
deformability of a1.4M⊙NSas inRef. [48].Note that
the Λ̃ limit we adopt here is a little more conservative
than the constraint Λ̃ < 700 (symmetric credible
interval) reported in Ref. [103]. The binary-tidal-
deformability parameter is defined as [11]
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Λ̃≡ 16

13

ðM1 þ 12M2ÞM4
1ΛðM1Þ þ ðM2 þ 12M1ÞM4

2ΛðM2Þ
ðM1 þM2Þ5

; ð1Þ

whereM1 andM2 are the gravitational masses of the
twoNSs, withM2 < M1 andΛðM1Þ andΛðM2Þ their
tidal deformabilities (imposing the same EOS)
determined as described in Ref. [104]. Concretely,
we discard a given EOS if there are no possible mass
configurations constrained by the mass ratio
q ¼ M2=M1 > 0.73 and the chirp mass Mchirp ¼
1.186M⊙ [102] that would lead to Λ̃ < 720. After
this constraint, approximately 250 000 EOSs remain.

The EOS family built with the above constraints is
displayed in Fig. 2 (left) and is virtually indistinguishable
from that of Ref. [48], showing that the choice of using
Λð1.4M⊙Þ or Λ̃ does not significantly impact the allowed
range of these quantities. In particular, the “bump” in the
MR figure at large R and Mnonrot < 1.4M⊙ consisting of
EOSs that approximate the maximally stiff causal EOS
between the CET densities and those reached in the centers
of M ∼ 1.4M⊙ stars persists even with the Λ̃ constraint,
although a recent study suggests that these NS solutions
may be unstable [105]. Finally, one should note that a
limitation of our nonstatistical approach is that we alto-
gether discard solutions that fail to satisfy the above two
constraints. Given the robustness of these measurements, it
is very unlikely that the real NS EOS substantially deviates
from the limits obtained, but our results for the absolute
bounds on, e.g., MTOV or jχj should nevertheless be
interpreted with this fact in mind.

B. Neutron-star configurations

1. Nonrotating neutron stars

To inspect the macroscopic properties of nonrotating
NSs using our EOS ensemble, we solve the TOVequations
[13,14] numerically, arriving at the MR cloud shown in
Fig. 2 (right). Throughout the paper, we use the symbol
Mnonrot to refer to the gravitational mass of a nonrotating
star sequence, which ends atMTOV ≡maxðMnonrotÞ. In this
context, it should be noted that the speed-of-sound inter-
polation function used in our work allows for very extreme
EOSs. One way to quantify this is the maximal speed of
sound reached by a given EOS at any density. This value is
indicated in Fig. 2 by color coding; in particular, equations
of state that never exceed the conformal value of c2s ¼ 1=3
(approached at asymptotically high densities from below)
are shown with the darkest shade of blue-green. The
resulting MR cloud shown in Fig. 2 is again similar to
its counterpart in Ref. [48]. When imposing only the
GW170817 tidal deformability constraint and the lower
bound on the maximum mass of a NS, the radius of a
1.4 M⊙ star ranges from 9.6 to 13.4 km and
MTOV ≲ 3.0M⊙. (See our final Table I in Sec. IV for a

summary of the nonrotating MR clouds discussed in
this work.)

2. Rotating neutron stars

As NSs are rigidly spun up, matter at their equators
becomes less gravitationally bound. For a given gravita-
tional mass M, a uniformly rotating NS in equilibrium can
be spun up to a maximal frequency fKepðMÞ, known as the
Kepler frequency, before mass shedding from its equator
occurs. The sequence of stars of gravitational mass MKep

and rotating with maximal frequency fKepðMKepÞ define
the so-called Kepler sequence for the NS EOS, which ends
at the maximal mass that can be supported by uniform
rotation denoted by Msupra ≡maxðMKepÞ for “supramas-
sive” (throughout this paper, we use a subscript “Kep” to
refer to properties along the Kepler sequence, and RKep

shall always refer to the circumferential equatorial radius of
stars along that sequence). For each EOS in our ensemble,
we construct these Kepler sequences using the general-
relativistic code for hydrostationary stellar equilibrium
configurations of Refs. [106–108]. To enable the compu-
tation of millions of Kepler sequences, we develop an
interface for executing the code of Refs. [106–108] across
multiple processors. We take advantage of the fact that the
Kepler sequence for any EOS is independent from that of
another EOS. Therefore, the problem is embarrassingly
parallelizable. Our parallelization interface executes the
generation of general-relativistic rotating star configura-
tions on thousands of compute cores, allowing us to
generate millions of Kepler sequences with our EOS
ensemble within a few days.
NSs with gravitational masses in the range MTOV <

M < Msupra are called supramassive NSs (SMNS), while
those whose mass exceedsMsupra are dubbed hypermassive
[109]. Hypermassive NSs are able to support significantly
larger gravitational mass than the TOV limit [65,110–112]
because they are differentially rotating. Both SMNSs and
HMNSs eventually undergo collapse to a BH, when the star
loses its excess angular-momentum support. For SMNSs
this happens due to, e.g., magnetic braking on a typical
timescale of the order of 1000 s, while HMNSs can undergo
collapse to a BH on a much shorter timescale, as short a few
ms. The aforementioned timescales are not precise and
depend on unknown parameters (such as the star’s magnetic
field, outflows, spin, and internal structure) [46,113–117].
In the case of GW170817, how close the immediate

merger-product rest massMremn;B was to the TOV-limit rest
mass is critical: It significantly affects the timescale to
collapse to a BH, which in turn can significantly influence
the properties of the subsequent short gamma-ray burst and
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kilonova emission [118]. The fact that collapse to a BH
appears to have occurred implies that the remnant rest mass
Mremn;B was larger than a critical rest mass Mcrit;B. In
particular, the immediate merger product of GW170817
must have had a rest mass at least above the TOV-limit rest
mass, i.e., Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B. This in turn means that the
immediate merger product was a SMNS at the very least.
However, the fact that collapse to BHmust have taken place
on a timescale of order 1 s following merger suggests that
the immediate merger product could be a HMNS or a
SMNS close to the supramassive limit. Several studies
[24–26] assumed or argued that the remnant was a HMNS.
Thus, we additionally consider here Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B.

III. RESULTS

Continuing next to the main results of our work, we go
through the outcomes of all the different analyses we
perform. We begin in Sec. III A by studying the properties
of rapidly rotating NSs, displaying the Kepler sequences
built with our EOS ensemble, and then we introduce several
new correlations between the properties of rotating and
nonrotating stars (universal relations) in Sec. III B. In
Sec. III C, we systematically explore the EOS constraints
under the BH-formation hypothesis in connection with the
GW170817 remnant, and in Sec. III D, we turn to the
impact of the recent NICER observations on our EOS
ensemble. Finally, in Sec. III E we study the prospects for
the secondary component in the GW190814 event having
been a NS, and in Sec. III F, we detail how various future
observational bounds on NS properties would impact the
allowed region of the NS-matter EOS.

A. Kepler sequences

We begin by discussing some results that follow from the
constructed Kepler sequences. An observation of a highly
spinning NS with precise (gravitational) mass measurement

M could be used to directly exclude any EOS for which
fKepðMÞ is below the observed spin frequency. The Kepler
sequences corresponding to the EOSs in our ensemble are
shown in Fig. 3 (left), from which we see that all calculated
Kepler frequencies for stars with massesM > 1.4M⊙ lie in
excess of 716 Hz—the frequency of the fastest-spinning
known NS, PSR J1748− 2446ad [119]. To this end,
rapidly spinning NSs do not currently place any additional
constraints on the EOS for realistic NS masses, though we
find that a future measurement of a rotation frequency
fð1.4M⊙Þ > 775 Hz would eliminate some allowed
EOSs.
In Fig. 3 (right), we also display the dimensionless spin

parameter along the Kepler sequences. We find that the
maximal dimensionless spin that stable stars can support
always satisfies jχj ≤ 0.78. This conclusion is, however,
affected by input from GW170817, which we implement
here by assuming the low-spin priors. Our analysis without
any input from GW170817 shows that all valid EOSs
satisfy jχj ≤ 0.81. Furthermore, we find that the maximum
possible value of jχj depends smoothly on the gravitational
mass of the star ranging from 0.66 to 0.81 for gravitational
masses in the range of 0.5 to 4.8M⊙. For this reason, we
also fit the maximum allowed jχjmax vs M without any
constraint from GW170817 (shown in Fig. 4) and find the
following fitting function to be accurate to within 1 part
in 103:

jχjmaxðMKepÞ ¼ 0.128502

�
MKep

M⊙

�
− 7.97109

�
MKep

M⊙

�
1=3

þ 10.5018

�
MKep

M⊙

�
1=4

− 1.90573; ð2Þ

where the fit is valid for MKep ∈ ½0.5M⊙; 4.8M⊙�. Our
upper limit jχj ≤ 0.81 justifies a posteriori the choice
jχj < 0.89 used by the LIGO and Virgo Collaborations

FIG. 3. Gravitational masses of NSs on the Kepler sequenceMKep as functions of the spin frequency fKep (left) and the dimensionless
spin jχjKep (right). In the left figure, the vertical line represents the fastest-spinning known pulsar PSR J1748−2446ad. The color coding
follows that introduced in Fig. 2, and the ensemble is the same as in that figure.
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for high-spin priors (for technical reasons, imposed by the
lack of rapid waveform models) [11], but we recommend
that jχj ≤ 0.81 or even better Eq. (2) should be used in
future analyses. Using Eq. (2) should provide more
stringent bounds on the binary-NS parameters than when
using a single value as an upper bound because of
degeneracies with high spin. We note here that we verify
that our bounds on jχj are insensitive to the exact choice of
the minimum MTOV that we allow for our ensemble; in
particular, taking MTOV > 1.9M⊙ does not affect the
reported values.

B. New universal relations

By studying correlations between different physical
quantities involving both rotating and nonrotating NSs
constructed from our full EOS ensemble, we discover a
number of previously unknown relations that appear to be
at least approximately universal (i.e., they are followed by
all of the EOSs in our ensemble). All of these relations
relate quantities between rotating and nonrotating stars with
the same central energy density, and the ensemble used in
the fits imposes only the constraints of MTOV > 2.0M⊙
and Λ̃GW170817 < 720. They are displayed in Fig. 5 and
include the following.

(i) Upper row, left: A tight correlation between the
nonrotating and Kepler masses, i.e., Mnonrot and
MKep, holding better than 9.3%. We note that the
correlation is different from the MTOV −Msupra

relation discussed in the literature, where the maxi-
mum mass configurations of the nonrotating and
Kepler limits are compared [120].

(ii) Upper row, right: Another tight relation between the
nonrotating and Kepler (circumferential equatorial)
radii, Rnonrot and RKep, holding better than 7.7%.

We point out that the extended line along the upper
edge arises from the EOSs in the low-mass bump in
the MR figure of Fig. 2 (those having the large
Rnonrot and Mnonrot < 1.4M⊙).

(iii) Lower row, left: The above correlations also imply a
correlation of the compactness of the rotating and
nonrotating stars, for which the relation Mnonrot=
Rnonrot ≈MKep=RKep holds better than 17%. The
relation we list in Fig. 5, including a small offset,
holds better than 8.0%.We also find thatM=R < 0.33
for all stellar models.

(iv) Lower row, right: A strong correlation between the
dimensionless angular Kepler frequency ΩKep ≡
2πfKep and the dimensionless Kepler moment

of inertia defined as ΩKep=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM=R3Þnonrot

p
and

IKep=ðMR2ÞKep. The correlation holds better than

1.4%. We point out here that ΩKep=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM=R3Þnonrot

p
≈

0.71� 0.04, agreeing with previous similar expres-
sions (see Ref. [121] and references therein).

C. Impact of the GW170817
BH-formation hypothesis

Based on the properties of the electromagnetic counterpart
of GW170817, several works have argued that the merger
remnant of the event underwent collapse to a BH, which we
refer to as the BH-formation hypothesis. The work of
Ref. [27] reported constraints on the EOS by further
assuming that the remnant underwent delayed (as opposed
to prompt) collapse to a BH. As mentioned earlier, for the
immediate merger product to undergo collapse to a BH, it
must be at least a SMNS, i.e., Mremn;B ≥ Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B.
However, the TOV limit is the most conservative limit one
can consider forMcrit;B. Someworks have argued that prior to
the formation of the BH, the remnant was a HMNS [24–26],
and that it collapsed at an angular momentum above or near
the supramassive limit. In this case, Mremn;B ≥ Mcrit;B ¼
Msupra;B. In this section, we analyze the implications of these
two limiting values of Mcrit;B. While reconciling the value
Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B with the multimessenger picture of
GW170817 is challenging, it provides the most conservative
constraints on the EOS and allows us to bracket the possible
constraints on the EOS using mass information from
GW170817. Moreover, as we show below, it leads to a
substantially tighter constraint on the maximum TOV mass
than the straightforward argument that the GW170817 total
gravitational mass be greater than the TOV-limit mass.
In the analysis of the merger, it is important to note that

during the inspiral and merger, the gravitational mass is not
a conserved quantity, since a non-negligible part of it is
radiated away in GWs. By contrast, the total number of
baryons is conserved, except for the ejection of a relatively
small amount of matter necessary to power the observed
kilonova [122–132]. Therefore, to perform a proper analy-
sis of the nature of the binary-merger remnant, we must

FIG. 4. The relation between gravitational masses of NSs on the
Kepler sequence MKep and the dimensionless spin jχjKep for the
ensemble of EOSs without any input from GW170817. We
provide a fit of the right boundary of this region in Eq. (2).
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sum the total baryon masses in the initial NSs M1;B and
M2;B to obtain the final baryon mass in the merger remnant
Mremn;B. To obtain the most conservative limits for the
allowed NS EOSs, we may ignore the ejecta powering
electromagnetic counterparts altogether, for this allows the
remnant to be as massive as possible.
We relegate the technical details of our analysis to

Appendix B, and only point out here that the GW signal
tightly constrains only the chirp massMchirp and provides a
lower bound for the mass ratio q ¼ M2=M1 (or equiv-
alently, the mass range of the one of the components). The
value of Mchirp and range of masses for the primary are
consistent with a range of binary component masses and
thus a range of baryon masses for the componentsM1;B and
M2;B and the remnant Mremn;B ¼ M1;B þM2;B for any
given EOS. For our analysis, we construct all trial binaries
consistent with the GW170817 mass parameters and take
the largest possible remnant baryon mass (arising from the
most asymmetric configurations), again leading to the most
conservative bounds. In this way, we can determine for a
given EOS whether there exist any trial binary masses (q
values) consistent with GW170817 that satisfy Mremn;B >
Mcrit;B. If not, then this EOS is discarded.

In Fig. 6, we show how the value of Mcrit;B affects the
allowed EOS and MR spaces for both the high- and low-
spin priors for GW170817 [102]. Where appropriate, we
also display the joint results obtained by combining these
hypotheses with the tidal deformability constraint Λ̃ < 720,
ensuring that they are both simultaneously satisfied for at
least one of the trial binaries consistent with GW170817.
Since the theory of NS tidal deformability exists only for
slowly rotating stars, we do not impose a tidal deform-
ability constraint paired with the high-spin priors. We note
that the conservative Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B value provides the
limit MTOV < 2.57M⊙ (low-spin prior), or MTOV <
2.53M⊙ together with Λ̃ < 720, which should be consid-
ered the most robust upper limits on the TOV-limit mass
consistent with the GW170817 event in conjunction with
the BH-formation hypothesis and the low-spin prior analy-
ses. If instead the GW170817 high-spin priors are adopted
(without any tidal deformability bounds imposed), for
Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B the upper bound on the TOV limit is
2.69M⊙ as shown by the blue shaded region in the bottom
left panel in Fig. 6. As shown in the same figure, when
Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B instead is adopted, the upper limit on the
maximum TOV mass is 2.25M⊙ in conjunction with the

FIG. 5. New universal relations between nonrotating and maximally rigidly rotating (Kepler) NS parameters, always comparing stars
with the same central energy density. Note that only MTOV > 2.0 M⊙ and Λ̃GW170817 < 720 are assumed here.
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GW170817 high-spin priors. These constraints are the

tightest upper limits when Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B is adopted.

We return to our discussion on constraints arising from the

case Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B below.
Notice also that some works have used the idea that

the GW170817 total gravitational mass (in conjunction
with the low-spin priors) must be greater than a critical
mass to constrain the TOV maximum mass. For the low-
spin priors, the GW170817 total gravitational mass is
MGW170817 ¼ 2.73þ0.04

−0.01 M⊙ (90% credible interval) [102],
so the straightforward argument MGW170817 ≥ MTOV
implies MTOV ≲ 2.7M⊙. This is less tight than our bound
set byMcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B because it does not account for the
fact that it is the rest mass (baryon number) that is
conserved, not the gravitational mass. In Ref. [25], how-
ever, the authors use the conservation of rest mass, the
inferred total gravitational mass, and quasiuniversal rela-
tions to derive the constraintMTOV ≲ 2.59M⊙. This result

is compatible with our values derived above without the
use of quasiuniversal relations, and using the extremely
well-measured chirp mass.
Any assumption on the remnant is seen to constrain the

EOS ensemble at all densities. In particular, as these
hypotheses involve the properties of stars at larger central
densities than those reached in two-solar-mass NSs, they
can affect the EOS in the high-density region that is
otherwise constrained only by the theoretical PQCD limit.
The upper panels of Fig. 6 demonstrate that both hypoth-
eses effectively exclude EOSs that remain very stiff [i.e.,
those which have larger values of γ ≡ dðlnpÞ=dðln ϵÞ] all
the way to energy densities of order ϵ≲ 103 MeV=fm3, and
impact densities higher than those affected by the Λ̃
constraint alone. This can be understood by noting that
the EOSs populating the upper boundary of our EOS band
support very massive rigidly rotating stars, for which the
rest mass of the GW170817 remnant does not exceed
MTOV;B or Msupra;B.

FIG. 6. Upper row: the regions of allowed EOSs obtained under the different remnant assumptions discussed in the main text. The left
(right) panel shows results without (with) the additional Λ̃ constraint. Note that all results corresponding to the Λ̃ constraint use the low-
spin priors from Ref. [102]. Lower row: the allowed MR regions following from the same assumptions. In all figures, the boundaries of
the partially obscured regions follow the boundaries of the regions that obscure them.
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Next, let us consider in more detail the most restrictive
pair of constraints, namely, Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B (with low-
spin priors) paired with the Λ̃ < 720 condition. The effects
of these constraints are shown in Fig. 7 displayed differ-
entially in maxðc2sÞ. The right panel in the upper row shows
the effect of the hypothesis on the MR relation: In agree-
ment with previous works finding upper bounds for MTOV
in the range 2.16–2.32 M⊙ [24–26], we observe that
Mcrit;B¼Msupra;B leads to the condition MTOV ≤ 2.19M⊙
(or MTOV ≤ 2.22M⊙ without the tidal deformability con-
straint and MTOV ≤ 2.30M⊙ with high-spin priors). We
emphasize, however, that the absolute upper bounds of the
earlier works in conjunction with Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B exceed
ours, making our result the most stringent upper bound
derived. In addition, all earlier works either considered a
small set of EOSs or relied on universal relations observed
for a limited set of model EOSs. In contrast, our result is
based on studying all possible NS-matter EOSs, making
them considerably more robust in comparison. We once

again verify that the maximum mass bounds reported in the
above paragraphs are insensitive to decreasing the MTOV
lower bound used in our analysis to MTOV > 1.9M⊙.
In the lower row of Fig. 7, we reproduce the frequency

figure of Fig. 3 under the BH-formation hypothesis with
Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B. The effect of the effective cut on
maximal mass is clearly visible here, in addition to which
we find a subdominant effect at lower NS masses. Finally,
we briefly note that we reproduce all the main results of
Ref. [48] concerning the existence of quark-matter cores in
massive NSs under the BH-formation hypothesis and
Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B, but we find the main conclusions of
that work to remain unaltered.

D. Impact of radius measurements
of PSR J0740 + 6620 and other NSs

We turn now to considering the impact of current and
future radius measurements on the NS-matter EOS within

FIG. 7. Upper row: the regions of allowed EOSs and (nonrotating) MR relations obtained after implementing the BH-formation
hypothesis withMcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B and demandingMTOV ≥ 2.0 M⊙ and Λ̃GW170817 < 720. Lower row: the same as above for the Kepler
frequencies fKepðMÞ and the NS masses as a function of the dimensionless angular momentum jχjKep. In all panels, the dotted regions
indicate the extent of the regions without the BH-formation hypothesis (cf. Figs. 2 and 3).
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our model-independent framework. We mainly impose
these constraints as lower limits for the radius of stars
with various masses, recalling that the upper limits we
obtain for radii from our ensemble are typically more
restrictive than those associated with various individual
radius measurements.
In this context, a particularly interesting result is the

recent radius measurement of the most massive NS
currently known, PSR J0740þ 6620, for which the
NICER Collaboration has presented two independent
analyses [9,10]. We consider three lower limits for the
radius of this star, 10.7, 11.4, and 12.2 km, which represent
the minimum values of the 95% and 68% credible intervals
of Ref. [10] and the 68% interval of Ref. [9], respectively
(note that a fourth lower limit of 11.1 km is already
analyzed in Fig. 1). These are by no means the only
possible choices for the radius limits; we choose them
merely as representative examples that have approximately
equidistant spacing and correspond to lower limits (in
decreasing order of confidence) resulting from usage of
various analysis techniques. For the mass, we make the
conservative choice [133] of imposing these lower
limits assuming M ¼ 2M⊙, approximately corresponding
to the 68% lower limit of the measured mass of PSR

J0740þ 6620 [3,4] (and the value of MTOV we impose in
our analysis) and use nonrotating stellar configurations
[134] to analyze these constraints. Figures 8 and 9 display
the allowed EOSs and MR relations for these constraints,
implemented as cuts on Rnonrot, with the two different BH-
formation hypotheses corresponding to Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B

and Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B, respectively. We also use the con-
straint Λ̃ < 720 from the low-spin priors in all panels. It is
worth noting that the joint mass-radius measurement of the
NS in the 4U 1702 − 429 system [6] is also fully consistent
with all of our MR clouds. Given the robustness of the
assumptions that go into the results depicted in Fig. 1
corresponding to Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km and Mcrit;B ¼
MTOV;B, this EOS ensemble is the one we recommend using
in future applications of our results. In particular, we use the
constraint Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km below when discussing
possible future measurements.
As one can readily observe from Figs. 8 and 9, setting

hard lower limits for the radius of the massive PSR J0740þ
6620 has a significant effect in ruling out EOSs that are soft
at low densities, i.e., those that feature smaller values of γ. It
is also worth noting that an increased lower limit for Rnonrot
rules out a large number of EOSs, for which the maximum
value of c2s is above 0.5. Given that the analysis of Ref. [48]

FIG. 8. The impact on the allowed EOS band and MR region from assuming radius measurements for PSR J0740þ 6620
implemented as Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ ≥ 10.7 km (left), Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ ≥ 11.4 km (middle), Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ ≥ 12.2 km (right). Here, we
assume the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B and the constraints Λ̃GW170817 < 720 and MTOV ≥ 2.0 M⊙.
Dotted lines correspond to the ensemble given in Fig. 2.
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indicated the presence of QM cores in TOV stars built from
EOSs for which maxðc2sÞ ≲ 0.7 [135], having sizable radii
for massive NSs can be seen to be compatible with the
presence of deconfined quark matter in massive NSs. As we
demonstrate in the rightmost column of Fig. 9, particularly
tight constraints arise in the EOS and MR clouds under the
simultaneous assumption of the GW170817 BH-formation
hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B, and the highest radius
limit Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 12.2 km. In this case, the central
energy densities of the TOV-limit stars are found to lie
inside an interval between 725 and 1390 MeV=fm3,
placing them clearly above the “kink” in the EOS band
in the upper-right panel of Fig. 9 (located around
400–500 MeV=fm3), where the EOSs qualitatively
soften. Additionally, we find that the corresponding
range of central energy densities for 2M⊙ stars is
470–970 MeV=fm3. If we associate the kink structure with
the deconfinement phase transition (see Ref. [48]
for a discussion), these results indicate that massive stars
such as PSR J0740þ 6620 and PSR J0348þ 0432 may
well contain sizeable QM cores. Finally, we note in passing
that it is curious how close our obtained lower limits for
Rð1.6M⊙Þ (see Table I below in Sec. IV) are to the results
derived in Ref. [27] using the likely absence of a prompt
gravitational collapse in the GW170817 merger event. The
fact that two completely different lines of reasoning lead to

the same conclusion clearly highlights the robustness of
this result.
We additionally consider the effects of future radius

measurements setting a lower bound on the radii of slowly
rotating NSs of masses 1.4 or 1.8M⊙. The results from this
analysis are shown in Fig. 10, where we additionally
impose the BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼
Msupra;B and the constraint Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km.
Again, we see that in both cases the dominant effect occurs
at low densities, where lower bounds for the radius
exceeding 11 km begin to efficiently rule out EOSs that
are soft at low densities. In the case of more massive stars, a
lower limit for the radius is in addition seen to cut off EOSs
that are very stiff at low densities. We conclude that
individual radius observations with the highest potential
to constrain the NS-matter EOS come from massive NSs, in
agreement with Ref. [136].
Finally, in addition to the maximum spin for a given

NS mass, we also compute the minimum tidal deform-
ability as a function of mass. Our full ranges of allowed
tidal deformabilities as a function of mass are shown in
Fig. 11. If we do not fold in any information from the
NICER observations (note that the Λ̃ constraint from
GW170817 has no impact on the minimal tidal deform-
ability), we find that minimum tidal deformability for a
given M ¼ Mnonrot satisfies

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but instead assuming the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B.
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with log denoting the base-10 logarithm. For M ¼ 1.35M⊙, this expression predicts Λmin ¼ 110.9.
If we impose the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B and Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 10.7 km, then Λmin
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For M ¼ 1.35M⊙, we now obtain Λmin ¼ 189.7.
Finally, if we impose the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B and Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km,

then Λmin satisfies
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which predicts Λmin ¼ 226.9 for M ¼ 1.35M⊙. The above
expressions are accurate to within 1% but are always
slightly below our full results. Equation (3) approximates
the lower dashed line in Fig. 11, while Eq. (5) approximates
the lower edge of the colored regions in the same figure.
In all cases, we find that for M ≳ 2.0M⊙ the minimum

tidal deformability is independent of the mass. Our
expressions can be used to set priors for future GW events
where NSs are suspected to be involved. Moreover, when
the high-frequency sensitivity of GW observatories

becomes high enough, these expressions could be used
to quickly discern whether NSs or solar-mass BHs are
involved in a merger. Note that lower limits for the binary
tidal deformability have also been proposed elsewhere,
stemming from the EM counterparts AT2017gfo and
GRB170817A of GW170817 (see, e.g., Refs. [137–
139]), which are comparable to the 11.1-km values above.
Note, however, that our results in Eq. (3) are hard limits set
only by the 2M⊙ constraint and our general interpolations,
and require no input from kilonova modeling. Moreover,

FIG. 10. The effect of possible future radius measurements on the NS-matter EOS [slowly rotating stars, GW170817 BH-formation
hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B and the constraint Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km assumed]. Here the new color scheme denotes various
differential measurements.
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our limits apply for the tidal deformability of an isolated
slowly rotating neutron star of any given mass and not on
the binary tidal deformability of the GW170817 event.

E. Impact of hypothesis of NS as
a binary component in GW190814

Proceeding to observations of increasingly speculative
nature, it is interesting to contemplate the nature of the
secondary component in the highly asymmetrical event
GW190814, which was measured to have a mass M ≥
2.48M⊙ (90% lower limit of the IMRPhenomPv3HM
waveform model) [82]. While the most likely scenarios
include the object being a BH all along, or perhaps first a
rapidly spinning NS that later collapsed into a BH, it has
also been suggested that this secondary may have been
either a slowly or rapidly spinning NS at the time of the

merger. If this was indeed the case, it is interesting to
analyze the possible tension with the maximum mass limits
inferred from the GW170817 event [61,140–142] (see also
Ref. [143] for a detailed summary of recent work on the
topic). Interestingly, there have been claims that those
EOSs satisfying MTOV < 2.1M⊙ are not able to account
for the 2.5 M⊙ even when allowing for maximal uniform
rotation [140], in addition to which Ref. [144] has sug-
gested that the secondary of GW190814 had a spin 0.49≲
jχj≲ 0.68 if it was a NS.
Using our EOS ensemble, we can ask the question of

how the EOS bands change if one assumes that GW190814
was a slowly rotating NS, which would imply a new lower
limit for the maximum NS mass that dense nuclear EOSs
can support,MTOV > 2.48M⊙. The result of this constraint
in conjunction with the GW170817 constraint of Λ̃ < 720
and the fact that the GW170817 total rest mass must have
been larger than the maximum TOV rest mass is shown in
Fig. 12. The figure demonstrates that under the most robust
constraints that observations can place, both GW170817
and the secondary of GW190814 can, in principle, be
explained as slowly rotating NSs. However, this requires
that the merger product of the event GW170817 collapsed
very close to the TOV limit, which may be challenging to
reconcile with the multimessenger picture of the event.
Additionally, we find that both stars being slowly rotating
NSs requires that the speed of sound of dense matter
satisfies c2s > 0.51 at some densities. We finally note that
the GW190814 NS hypothesis is compatible with the
radius limits on two-solar-mass stars discussed above.

F. Impact of other possible future observations

Having established the constraints on our EOS ensemble
derived from the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis,
various radius measurements, and the possibility of the

FIG. 11. The range of allowed tidal deformabilities Λ as a
function of mass, assuming radius measurements for PSR J0740þ
6620 implemented as Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km. Here, we assume
the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis with Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B

and the constraints Λ̃GW170817 < 720 andMTOV ≥ 2.0 M⊙. Dotted
lines correspond to the ensemble given in Fig. 2.

FIG. 12. The impact on the allowed EOS band and MR region from assuming that the secondary in GW190814 was a slowly rotating
NS in conjunction with imposing Λ̃GW170817 < 720 and the conservative BH-formation hypothesis for GW170817 assuming
Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B. All the resulting EOSs are also consistent with the with the constraint Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ > 11.1 km.
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GW190814 event featuring a massive NS, we now turn to
the potential of different possible future measurements
offering further restrictions on the allowed EOS and MR
relations. To this end, we start from the ensemble obtained
assuming (i) one of the two versions of the GW170817 BH-
formation hypothesis (as specified below) with low-spin
priors, (ii) that Λ̃ < 720, and (iii) that Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥
11.1 km, and further dissect it in various ways chosen to
mimic realistic future observations. These future observa-
tions include both firm mass measurements in excess of
2M⊙, the discovery of a rapidly rotating pulsar with
fð1.4M⊙Þ > 775 Hz, and new and more stringent con-
straints on the tidal deformability. We stress, however, that
this part of our work is purely speculative, and is performed
to inspect the types of observations that would have the
largest potential impact for our knowledge of the NS-
matter EOS.
The results of the new speculative cuts are displayed in

Fig. 13 in the form of color-coded EOS bands; just as in
Fig. 10, the color scheme is changed to range from purple to
pink to highlight the speculative nature of these results. In the
leftmost figure generated with theMcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B ensem-
ble, we first inspect the impact that increasing the TOVmass
lower limit above 2M⊙ would have on the EOS.We observe
that theprimary effect of a high-TOV-mass lower limit occurs
at lowdensities,whereEOSswith lower pressures for a given
energy density become exceedingly excluded with increas-
ing MTOV, but for very high values of this parameter, the
impact of the cut becomes noticeable also at very high
densities due to the constraints of causality and matching to
the PQCD region. It is also worthwhile to note here that the
highest mass supported by subconformal EOSs, for which
c2s < 1=3 at all densities, is approximately 2.10M⊙.
Proceeding next to the two rightmost panels in Fig. 13,

we explore the impact of lowering the upper limit for the
tidal deformability—in anticipation of new loud GWevents
—and increasing the frequency of the fastest-rotating
observed NS [145]. In the context of the former constraint,

note that Λ̃GW170817 > 200 appears to be necessary to
explain the ejecta mass for the kilonova counterpart to
GW170817 [146] (see also Ref. [28]), which is also seen to
follow from the constraint Rnonrotð2M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km. Both
a tighter upper bound on Λ̃ or a tighter lower bound on fKep
would predominantly cut off EOSs that are stiff at low
densities, with only a small, subdominant effect on the
lower side of the EOS band at high densities.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In our study, we discuss how different measurements and
hypotheses concerning the nature of different binary-
merger components and merger products affect our knowl-
edge of the properties of the cold ultradense matter found
inside neutron stars. In order to do so, we construct a large
ensemble of model-independent interpolated EOSs, start-
ing from a piecewise interpolation in the μB-c2s space, with
each individual EOS required to conform to known CET
results at low densities and to the PQCD EOS in the high-
density limit while respecting causality. The EOS ensemble
obtained is then further constrained by different NS
observations, resulting in the NS properties summarized
in Table I. It is interesting to note the similarity of our R1.4
ranges to the 95%probability estimates for the same quantity
obtained in the recent Bayesian analysis of Ref. [76].
We study in detail the constraints that arise from the

broader multimessenger picture of GW170817, the hypoth-
esis that the secondary binary-merger component of
GW190814 was a NS, and the new NICER radius
measurement of PSR J0740þ 6620. We find that different
constraints discussed are mutually compatible and indicate
a great potential for reducing the current uncertainties in the
NS-matter EOS over the coming years. In particular, the
GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis and the correspond-
ing constraint on tidal deformability Λ̃ < 720 both inde-
pendently exclude EOSs that remain stiff up to very high
densities; that only one of these assumptions is needed

FIG. 13. The effects of various hypothetical future NS measurements on the properties of viable NS-matter EOSs. All panels use the
constraint Rnonrotð2 M⊙Þ ≥ 11.1 km and the tidal-deformability limit Λ̃GW170817 < 720. In the leftmost panel, the Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B
version of the GW170817 BH-formation hypothesis is assumed, while in the middle and rightmost panels, the ensemble used assumes
Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B.
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strengthens the case to exclude these EOSs. Of the
hypotheses we discuss, the only tension lies between the
secondary component of the GW190814 event having been
a NS and the hypothesis that the immediate binary-merger
product of GW170817 was a HMNS. However, we find no
direct tension between the GW190814 NS hypothesis and
the more conservative assumption that a BH was formed in
GW170817 (although it can be argued that the full multi-
messenger picture of this event is challenging to explain
without the HMNS assumption). It is possible that some of
these assumptions may not be compatible with others, if in
addition one explicitly assumes that the remnant in
GW170817 underwent delayed collapse to a black hole.
We leave the exploration of this possibility for a future
analysis.
One of our main results is that even the mild assumption

that a BH was formed in GW170817 leads to important
constraints for the NS-matter EOS. In particular, combined
with the constraint on tidal deformability, we find a robust
bound for the TOV mass, MTOV < 2.53M⊙. In the case
that the immediate merger product in the event was a
HMNS, we further derive the more stringent constraint
MTOV < 2.19M⊙, which supports previous results in the
literature. Our result can, however, be considered more
robust, as it relies on fewer assumptions connecting non-
rotating and rotating NSs and a large ensemble of EOSs.
We furthermore show that all stable NSs sequences with
MTOV ≥ 2M⊙ satisfy jχj < 0.81 for all stable NS configu-
rations, a value that justifies the a priori postulated upper
limit used in previous NS merger analyses by the LIGO and
Virgo Collaborations.
Interestingly, we find that the recent radius measurement

of the massive PSR J0740þ 6620 by the NICER
Collaboration has set strong constraints on the NS-matter

EOS. While even larger radii are preferred by the data, the
new results set a firm lower limit of approximately 11 km
for the radius of a two-solar-mass NS, enough to exclude a
large set of EOSs that exhibit extreme behaviors such as
large speeds of sound maxðc2sÞ > 0.6 (see, in particular, our
preferred ensemble in Fig. 1). We observe that such lower
limits (as long as they are below 13 km) are consistent with
EOSs where the speed of sound is consistently below the
conformal limit c2s ¼ 1=3. Recalling that maximally mas-
sive stars described by EOSs featuring moderate speed-of-
sound values c2s ≲ 0.5 contain sizeable quark cores accord-
ing to the results of Ref. [48], we see that the radius values
implied by the new NICER data are fully consistent with
the presence of QM inside massive NSs.
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TABLE I. The range of radii obtained for 1.4 M⊙ (R1.4), 1.6 M⊙ (R1.6), 1.8 M⊙ (R1.8), and 2.0 M⊙ (R2.0) NSs, the upper bound on the
maximum TOV gravitational mass, and the upper bound on the maximum TOV rest or baryonic mass under various hypotheses. The two
BH-formation hypotheses correspond to the Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B and Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B cases discussed in the main text, and the NICER
results are implemented as lower limits for R2.0, which we denote as R2.0;min. In addition to the assumptions explicitly listed in the
columns, we assumeMTOV ≥ 2.0 M⊙ and Λ̃GW170817 < 720 in all cases considered. Note that the entry “� � �” indicates the absence of a
constraint of the type in question.

Assumptions Resulting ensemble limits

BH hypothesis R2.0;min (km) R1.4 (km) R1.6 (km) R1.8 (km) R2.0 (km) MTOV (M⊙) MTOV;B (M⊙)

� � � � � � 9.6–13.4 9.8–13.3 9.7–13.5 9.3–13.7 2.98 3.75
TOV � � � 9.6–13.4 9.8–13.2 9.7–13.4 9.3–13.6 2.53 3.08
Supra � � � 9.7–13.4 9.8–13.2 9.7–13.3 9.3–13.3 2.19 2.63
TOV 10.7 10.3–13.2 10.5–13.2 10.7–13.4 10.7–13.6 2.53 3.08
TOV 11.1 10.7–13.2 10.9–13.2 11.0–13.4 11.1–13.6 2.53 3.08
TOV 11.4 10.9–13.2 11.1–13.2 11.2–13.4 11.4–13.6 2.53 3.08
TOV 12.2 11.5–13.1 11.7–13.2 12.0–13.4 12.2–13.6 2.53 3.08
Supra 10.7 10.3–13.2 10.5–13.2 10.7–13.3 10.7–13.3 2.19 2.63
Supra 11.1 10.8–13.2 11.0–13.2 11.1–13.3 11.1–13.3 2.19 2.63
Supra 11.4 11.2–13.2 11.3–13.2 11.4–13.3 11.4–13.3 2.19 2.63
Supra 12.2 11.9–13.1 12.0–13.2 12.1–13.3 12.2–13.3 2.19 2.63
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APPENDIX A: INTERPOLATING
THE NS-MATTER EOS

As we briefly cover in Sec. II, our algorithm for
generating the ensemble of interpolated NS-matter EOSs
is based on interpolating the EOS between a low-density
regime described by the CET EOS and a high-density
regime where we use a PQCD EOS for unpaired quark
matter. This follows very closely the algorithm first
introduced in Ref. [48], while other interpolation routines
have been developed, e.g., in Refs. [32,149–152]. An
illustration depicting our algorithm is shown in Fig. 14.
Between a baryon chemical potential μCET corresponding

to nB ¼ 1.1n0 and μB ¼ 2.6 GeV, we proceed as follows:
(1) Form a sequence of Np pairs fðμi; c2s;iÞgNp

i¼1, with
μ1 ¼ μCET, μNp

¼ 2.6 GeV, and μi−1 < μi < μiþ1

for other i. We also set c2s;1 and c2s;Np
equal to the

value c2s takes at the end of the CET interval and at
the beginning of the PQCD interval, respectively.

(2) Build a piecewise-linear function connecting the
above points, i.e., for each i ¼ 1;…; Np − 1, and
for μB ∈ ½μi; μiþ1� write

c2sðμBÞ ¼
ðμiþ1 − μBÞc2s;i þ ðμB − μiÞc2s;iþ1

μiþ1 − μi
: ðA1Þ

(3) From the piecewise-linear speed of sound squared,
construct the baryon density and pressure using the
relations

nBðμBÞ ¼ nCET exp

�Z
μB

μCET

dμ0

μ0c2sðμ0Þ
�
;

pðμBÞ ¼ pCET þ nCET

Z
μB

μCET

dμ0nðμ0Þ; ðA2Þ

where pCET ≡ pðμCETÞ.

(4) Demand that there exists an X ∈ ½1; 4� such that

nBðμNp
Þ ¼ nPQCDðμNp

; XÞ;
pPQCDðμNp

Þ ¼ pðμNp
; XÞ; ðA3Þ

where nPQCD and pPQCD are the PQCD number
density and pressure, respectively, as a function of
μB and the PQCD X parameter [91]. This condition
also fixes one of the c2s;i points.

The above procedure is used to generate approximately
1 500 000 EOSs with Np ∈ f4; 5; 6g, with the remaining
matching points μi, and speeds of sound squared c2i
randomly picked (for the CET EOS, we choose roughly
the same number of stiff or soft EOSs of Ref. [90]). Out of
these, approximately 250 000 satisfy our basic constraints
for the TOV mass and tidal deformability.
Finally, we note that, similar to the analysis in Ref. [48],

our EOSs should be understood as approximate or
“smoothed” representations of real EOSs, which can have
small-scale fluctuations in their csðμBÞ [or similarly in
pðnBÞ� dependence. Our individual EOSs do not aim to
capture these microstructures of the real EOS, which could
be numerically realized by increasing Np → ∞, but instead
we want to study the general properties of the matter that
can be achieved by regularizing the EOS description similar
to, e.g., smoothing splines.

APPENDIX B: BLACK-HOLE HYPOTHESIS:
OUR ALGORITHM

In our analysis of the GW170817 event, we convert the
gravitational masses of the binary components to rest
masses in order to deduce robust limits on the NS-matter
EOS. Concretely, we exclude from our analysis any EOS
for which the initial binary rest mass is strictly below
Mcrit;B for all possible binary configurations consistent with
the event. That multiple possible merger configurations
exist follows from the constraints from GW170817: The
GW signal for this event pinpointed the chirp mass

FIG. 14. An illustration of our method of EOS construction. Note that this figure is for illustration purposes only and does not depict
data for a real c2sðμBÞ → pðϵÞ construction.
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Mchirp ¼ 1.186� 0.001M⊙ (90% credible interval) [102]
but constrained only the individual component masses M1

and M2 to comparatively larger ranges. In particular,
several different mass configurations of the components
can lead to the same chirp mass. Within our analysis,
we adopt the 90% credible range for the primary gravita-
tional mass assuming the GW170817 low-spin prior
M1 ∈ ½1.36M⊙; 1.6M⊙� or high-spin prior M1 ∈
½1.36M⊙; 1.89M⊙� [102]. Here, it is worth noting that
the remnants with the largest rest mass arise from the most
asymmetric mass configurations. While it would seem
inappropriate to use nonspinning stars with the high-
spin-prior analysis posteriors, the fact that for a given
gravitational mass a nonspinning star has more rest mass
than a spinning star makes our analysis yield the most
conservative possible constraint.
To summarize, our method proceeds as follows: For any

given EOS, we compute the theoretical merger remnant rest
mass Mremn;B from the GW170817 chirp mass and the
primary gravitational massM1 by using the conservation of
the total baryon number before and after the merger. In
particular, using the primary gravitational massM1 and the
chirp mass, we can immediately determine the gravitational
mass of the secondary M2. Using the EOS and integrating
the TOV equations, we then find the baryon mass of the
primary and the secondary (M1;B and M2;B) from M1 and
M2, and subsequently the total baryon mass of the remnant
Mremn;B ¼ M1;B þM2;B −Meje;B, whereMeje;B is the ejecta
mass. To obtain a conservative upper mass limit, we ignore
any possible ejecta within the analysis, so we set
Meje;B ¼ 0. If Mremn;B > Mcrit;B, then the BH-formation
hypothesis is satisfied. A flow chart demonstrating our
algorithm is shown in Fig. 15.
We conduct our analysis with the choices Mcrit;B ¼

MTOV;B and Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B, where these values must
be determined separately for each EOS. We also implement
two different spin priors; in the case of high-spin priors, we
do not use the tidal-deformability constraint because we do
not know the spin distribution of the stars and because at
this time there exists no theory for computing tidal
deformabilities for rapidly rotating stars. Thus, we imple-
ment the high-spin-prior analysis by simply using the larger
allowed mass range for the primary in the case of
GW170817. All in all, we consider the following combi-
nation to impose joint constraints:
(1) Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B (primary mass range from high-

spin priors)
(2) Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B (primary mass range from high-

spin priors)
(3) Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B (primary mass range from low-

spin priors)
(4) Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B (primary mass range from low-

spin priors) and Λ̃ < 720
(5) Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B (primary mass range from low-

spin priors) and Λ̃ < 720

The possibilities 1 and 4, which correspond to
Mcrit;B ¼ MTOV;B, are more conservative than the possibil-
ities 2, 3, and 5, which correspond to different implemen-
tations of the Mcrit;B ¼ Msupra;B case. We note that when
implementing multiple constraints, we always check that at
least one mass configuration exists that satisfies them both
simultaneously. The effects of these various joint con-
straints on the EOS ensemble and MR relations are shown
in Fig. 6 in the main text, along with the lone constraint
Λ̃ < 720 for reference.

FIG. 15. Flow chart demonstrating the process of imposing the
fact that the merger product of GW170817 must have collapsed to
form aBH.Mnonrot;B is the rest mass of a nonspinning star,M1 (M2)
the gravitational mass of the primary (secondary) of the event, and
Mcrit;B the critical baryon mass above which GW170817 would
have collapsed to a black hole, the minimum value for which is the
TOV-limit mass (MTOV;B) for a given EOS. Another value for this
critical mass used in analyses found the literature is the supra-
massive limit mass (Msupra;B).
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